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1 Overview to Solver 
 
1.1 Introducing Solver: CyberTools Link Resolver for PubMed LinkOut Outside 
Tool 
 
Solver, the CyberTools Link Resolver for PubMed LinkOut Outside Tool, is a natural expansion of the 
CyberTools library services platform. For years CyberTools ERM/Electronic Resources Management and 
A to Z software has enabled collection managers to import, update, and present their online collections: 
CyberTools knows your online resources.  
 

CyberTools also provides OpenURL to a library's collection. OpenURL is a persistent URL to works in a 
library's collection. An OpenURL to CyberTools resulted in CyberTools presenting the work's bibliographic 
data and holdings in the CyberTools public Search Catalog (OPAC). Part of the CyberTools OpenURL 
solution is to allow a library to tag a URL to a work's online manifestation as RESOLVE. RESOLVE 
makes CyberTools redirect an OpenURL request to that work's online URL rather than display the work's 
bibliographic data and holdings in the OPAC. CyberTools has been link resolving in this way for years.  
 

Here we introduce the next CyberTools evolution: Solver, the CyberTools Link Resolver for PubMed 
LinkOut Outside Tool. Now when your PubMed patron clicks on your library's PubMed LinkOut icon, and 
CyberTools is your link resolver, PubMed will append the article's PMID (PubMed ID) to your CyberTools 
OpenURL link resolver base. PubMed then sends that URL to your patron's browser. The browser opens 
this URL to CyberTools. CyberTools sees the library's catalog identifier and the PubMed PMID. 
CyberTools retrieves the article's data from NIH NCBI, extracts the article's identifying variables (for 
example, ISSN) and compares the variables to the library's database. If the article is in the library as print 
then CyberTools displays the article's citation and the library's location of the article, for example, Journal 
Stacks. If the article is online and within the extent of the library's subscription then CyberTools redirects 
the browser to the online article. If the article is not available via print or online, then CyberTools presents 
a document delivery form. That form's data are stored at CyberTools, sent to the library via e-mail, and 
optionally sent to the patron via e-mail. Thus, CyberTools elegantly meets the library's requirement for 
PubMed LinkOut Outside Tool.  

 
1.2 The easy way to get started with Solver: just use it! 
 
As initially delivered, Solver always presents a Confirmation page when it redirects the article to its online 
home via a pop-up browser. For example, if the patron is asking for this article:  
 

   Jha AK, Orav EJ, et al. Public reporting of discharge planning and rates  

   of readmissions. The New England journal of medicine. 2009.12.31;361(27):  

   2637-2645. doi:10.1056/NEJMsa0904859  1533-4406 PMID: 20042755  

  

Then the Confirmation page first will pop-up the article in another browser and then display its own page, 
similar to this:  
 

========================================  

   Your Public Search Catalog Logo and Header Here  

   Confirmation  

  

   Your browser must allow pop-ups from CyberToolsForLibraries.com  

   Please do not use this app with a maximized browser so that you do not  

   miss a pop-up.  

  

   Jha AK, Orav EJ, et al. Public reporting of discharge planning and rates  

   of readmissions. The New England journal of medicine. 2009.12.31;361(27):  

   2637-2645. doi:10.1056/NEJMsa0904859  1533-4406 PMID: 20042755  

  

   This page should have popped up another browser containing the material  

   for the citation. If it did not then select the button  

   [Request Materials].  

  

   [Request Materials]  
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Therefore if the pop-up fails to reach the article, the patron can simply and immediately place a request 
for the article. Ideally, all of your online journals are in your CyberTools catalog with their extent. When a 
journal has a URL but is missing its online extent, then CyberTools can attempt to reach the article 
because the Confirmation page is a failsafe for your patron.  
 

Note that every phrase used on the Confirmation page can be customized by the library.  
 

You can test Solver as your PubMed LinkOut Outside Tool by using Staff Functions->Link Resolver & 
LinkOut->Test LinkOut and CyberTools. This function opens the page CyberTools LinkOut Test in a 
browser. Enter PubMed article PMID values to emulate PubMed LinkOut. CyberTools takes each PMID, 
forms the same URL that PubMed LinkOut would, and sends this to the CyberTools web server. The 
CyberTools LinkOut Test page will look something like this:  
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   Your Public Search Catalog Logo and Header Here  

   CyberTools LinkOut Test  

  

   Your browser must allow pop-ups from CyberToolsForLibraries.com  

   Please do not use this app with a maximized browser so that you do not  

   miss a pop-up.  

  

   Welcome to the CyberTools LinkOut Test. Your CyberTools link  

   resolver base for PubMed is:  

  
   http://cybertoolsforlibraries.com/cgi-bin/CyberHTML?@@@LINK&url_ver=Z39.88-2004&PMID= 

  

   For more information on how to setup LinkOut with the CyberTools link  

   resolver base please see Outside Tool at PubMed.  

  

   When your PubMed patron clicks on your library's LinkOut icon on a  

   PubMed article, PubMed will append the article's PMID to your CyberTools  

   link resolver base. PubMed then sends that URL to your patron's browser.  

   The browser opens the URL thus pushing the article's resolution to  

   CyberTools.  

  

   For example, if your patron is at this citation in PubMed:  

  

   Jha AK, Orav EJ, et al. Public reporting of discharge planning and rates  

   of readmissions. The New England journal of medicine. 2009.12.31;361(27):  

   2637-2645. doi:10.1056/NEJMsa0904859  1533-4406 PMID: 20042755  

  

   and selects your library's LinkOut icon, then PubMed will send this URL  

   to the patron's browser:  

  
   http://cybertoolsforlibraries.com/cgi-bin/CyberHTML?@@@LINK&url_ver=Z39.88-2004&PMID=20042755 

  

   Go ahead and try the above URL by clicking on it now.  

  

   Or, test with any other PMID below.  

   Test the CyberTools LinkOut solution with my PubMed Article PMID  

  

    - [Show citation] includes the LinkOut OpenURL to CyberTools and the  

        resolving URL to the article.  

  

    - [Resolve] sends the PMID to CyberTools. CyberTools will do one of the  

          following:  

          + if the article is online then CyberTools will redirect the  

            browser to the online resource  

          + if the article is in print at the library then CyberTools will  

            show the citation and the location at the library and  

            optionally offer the Request page.  

          + if the article is not available via print or online then  

            CyberTools will offer the Request page.  

  

    - [Resolve and confirm the article was reached] follows the same above  

      [Resolve] steps and with one additional enhancement for an online  

      article. Rather than simply redirecting to the online article,  

      CyberTools opens a Confirmation page which does two things:  

          + it launches the article in a pop-up browser  

          + it displays the article's citation in its own page, asks if the  

            article was successfully reached in the pop-up and offers the  

            Request page for failures.  

  

   The Request page is your highly customizable document delivery form.  
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Note that the above @@@ is replaced by your library's CyberTools database identifier. If the article is 
only in print, then CyberTools presents a browser page with the citation and the article's location:  
 

======================================  

   Your Public Search Catalog Logo and Header Here  

  

   Article is available in print in the library  

  

   Jha AK, Orav EJ, et al. Public reporting of discharge planning and rates  

   of readmissions. The New England journal of medicine. 2009.12.31;361(27):  

   2637-2645. doi:10.1056/NEJMsa0904859  1533-4406 PMID: 20042755  

  

   Please pick up this article.  

   Location: Journals Stacks  

   Item# 18292  

   Status: available  

======================================  

  

If the article is online, within your subscription, and you are not using the CyberTools Confirmation page, 
then the article opens directly in the browser.  
 

If the article is online, within your subscription, and you are using the default CyberTools Confirmation 
page, then the article opens in a pop-up browser and the Confirmation page looks something like this:  
 

========================================  

   Your Public Search Catalog Logo and Header Here  

   Confirmation  

  

   Your browser must allow pop-ups from CyberToolsForLibraries.com  

   Please do not use this app with a maximized browser so that you do not  

   miss a pop-up.  

  

   Jha AK, Orav EJ, et al. Public reporting of discharge planning and rates  

   of readmissions. The New England journal of medicine. 2009.12.31;361(27):  

   2637-2645. doi:10.1056/NEJMsa0904859  1533-4406 PMID: 20042755  

  

   This page should have popped up another browser containing the material  

   for the citation. If it did not then select the button  

   [Request Materials].  

  

   [Request Materials]  

  

========================================  

  

If the article is not in print and the library does not have online access, or if the patron selects the 
Confirmation page's [Request Materials], then the Request page opens. The Request page is a document 
delivery form. The Request page has one fundamental option: whether or not to require the patron to sign 
in. The sign in is governed by Staff Functions->Link Resolver & LinkOut-> Link Resolver Properties and 
Words-> Sign In. The Sign In page is the same Sign In page used by the Public Search Catalog (i.e., the 
OPAC) for holds, renews, etc. In function [Link Resolver Properties and Words] field Sign In is a text field. 
If the field has a value, e.g., the default "Please sign in before completing the request page" then sign in is 
attempted as part of the Request process. This should save the patron time if the patron requests many 
articles. (Moreover, if Staff Functions-> Properties->OPAC Manager->Patron Sign In, Create Account, 
Holds, & Renews-> System Options->Allow patron to create account, then an individual can add his/ her 
self as a patron.) If the Sign In value is blank, then a Request page collects the contact data. If Sign In is 
attempted but the patron selects [Cancel] then the Request page collects the contact data.   
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Here is an example of the Sign In page, followed by the Request page:  
 

======================================  

   Please sign in before completing the request page for the following  

   material.   [Cancel] will skip the sign in but you'll need to complete a  

   contact form.  

  

  

   Jha AK, Orav EJ, et al. Public reporting of discharge planning and rates  

   of readmissions. The New England journal of medicine. 2009.12.31;361(27):  

   2637-2645. doi:10.1056/NEJMsa0904859  1533-4406 PMID: 20042755  

  

   Unique E-mail address, Bar Code, or ID:  

   __________________________  

   Password (or E-mail address, Bar Code, or ID, but none used above):  

   __________________________  

  

   Session ends in:  

   ( ) 1 minute  

   (*) 5 minutes  

   ( ) 15 minutes  

  

   [Ok]  [Cancel]  [Change password...]  

   [Send a password to the above e-mail address]  

   [Create an account for the above e-mail address]  

  

   Contact the library  

  

======================================  

  

followed by the Request Page:  
 

======================================  

   Your Public Search Catalog Logo and Header Here  

  

   Request materials for PMID 20042755  

  

   Jha AK, Orav EJ, et al. Public reporting of discharge planning and rates  

   of readmissions. The New England journal of medicine. 2009.12.31;361(27):  

   2637-2645. doi:10.1056/NEJMsa0904859  1533-4406 PMID: 20042755  

    

   For patron#6543 Doe,J  

   J_Doe@acme.edu  

  

   Click on the [Request article] button shown below. If you need the  

   material ASAP then please submit the page AND phone us.  

  

   Purpose:  _______________________[v]  

   Need by:  _______________________[v]  

   Delivery:  _______________________[v]  

   Fee responsibility:  _______________________[v]  

   Cost Center :  _______________________[v]  

   Comment :  ________________________________  

  

  [Request article]  

  

   Notice: This material may be protected by copyright law (Title 17 U.S.  

   Code).  

======================================  

  

If you clear Link Resolver Properties and Words-> Sign In, or if the patron selects [Cancel] on the Sign In 
page, then the Request Page includes the contact data as shown here:  
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   Your Public Search Catalog Logo and Header Here  

  

   Request materials for PMID 20042755  

  

   Jha AK, Orav EJ, et al. Public reporting of discharge planning and rates  

   of readmissions. The New England journal of medicine. 2009.12.31;361(27):  

   2637-2645. doi:10.1056/NEJMsa0904859  1533-4406 PMID: 20042755  

  

   Click on the [Request article] button shown below. If you need the  

   material ASAP then please submit the page AND phone us.  

  

   All fields are required except Suffix and Comment.  

   First Name  :  ___________________________  

   Last Name  :  ____________________________  

   Suffix  :  _______________________________  

   Phone  :  ________________________________  

   Address  :  ______________________________  

   City  :  _________________________________  

   State/Province  :  _______________________  

   Zip/Postal  :  ___________________________  

   E-mail :  ________________________________  

   Purpose:  _______________________[v]  

   Need by:  _______________________[v]  

   Delivery:  _______________________[v]  

   Fee responsibility:  _______________________[v]  

   Cost Center :  _______________________[v]  

   Comment :  ________________________________  

  

  [Request article]  

  

   Notice: This material may be protected by copyright law (Title 17 U.S.  

   Code).  

======================================  

  

In summary, you can start using CyberTools Solver today as-is. If you do not have all of your resources in 
your CyberTools catalog, or in without the works' extents, the Confirmation page and Request page will 
reasonably process access to the article. You can update your catalog as time allows.  

 
1.3 Getting the most out of Solver 
 
Although you can use Solver straight-out-of-the-box, your additional effort and customizations will 
improve your patrons' use of your resources.  
 

A. Minimize Duplicate Bibliographic Record  
 

Back in the days of card catalogs, there was a card for everything. Hardback and paperback editions had 
separate cards. Today's cataloging conventions call for a single bibliographic record to represent the idea 
of a work, and the different manifestations of the work are attached as holdings. So if you have a title in 
print and online, use one bibliographic record for both manifestations. Create CyberTools items for the 
print, and add URLs to the bibliographic record at MARC Tag 856 subfield u.  
 

Function [Duplicate Bibs Report by Control Number] assists in this convention. It identifies duplicate 
bibliographic records when the same control number appears in different records. The checked control 
numbers are ISBN, ISSN, LCCN, Tag 001, and the call numbers.  
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Function [Find Journals without Extent] reports:  
 

   - Journal collections without Extent (because it's easy to update a  

     collection)  

   - Possible Aggregator Collection (please report these to CyberTools)  

   - Journal titles and URLs without extent (if not in a collection then  

     edit via Cataloging->Edit Existing Bibs->{select the work}->  

     Brief Bib Editor->Links)  

   - Bad URLs  

  

CyberTools processes aggregator collections differently than publisher collections. Currently CyberTools 
has implemented the aggregators EBSCO, ProQuest, and Ovid. If you have other aggregators then 
please notify CyberTools.  
 

Function [Cataloging] has all of your collection functions:  
 

   Import a MARC Bib File  

   Interactive Z39.50 MARC Bib Import  

   File Z39.50 MARC Bib Import  

   Original Cataloging         

   Edit Existing Bibs  

   Remove Bibs from the Catalog  

   A to Z Groups  

  

Please note that the Brief Bib Editor->Links not only makes it easy for you to attach an individual URL to a 
bibliographic record, but you can easily add the extent. The Brief Bib Editor Links even enables you to 
create a clear and consistent holdings statement from your extent data.  

 
1.4 Known limitations 
 
A. At this time Solver only resolves articles for PubMed LinkOut. We will implement resolving for these 
databases soon:  
 

   1. Google Scholar  

   2. Web of Science  

   3. SCOPUS  

   4. JSTOR  

  

If you want Solver to work with other citation databases then please contact 
Support@CyberToolsForLibraries.com.   
 

B. An article requires a DOI for direct access to the article at its publisher. When the DOI is missing then 
Solver presents the Request page.  
 

The DOI is not required for access to the article at an aggregator. See point C below.   
 

C.  At this time Solver only works with the aggregators EBSCO, Ovid, and ProQuest. An aggregator is 
not a publisher, rather, it has non-primary access to online resources. Aggregators replicate publishers' 
works. Therefore, DOI access to http://doi.org or to CrossRef will not reach the aggregators' databases 
thus requiring customized URLs to the aggregators' databases. If you access your online journals via 
aggregators other than the ones listed above then please contact Support@CyberToolsForLibraries.com.  
 

The good news about aggregators is that Solver typically does not need an article's DOI thus older 
articles should be more easily accessed via an aggregator than a publisher.  
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1.5 Checklist 
 
Steps 
1. Search your catalog for aggregators which are unknown to CyberTools. 
2. Register Your Outside Tool Service as CyberTools. 
3. Send your NCBI-assigned Outside Tool NameAbbr CyberTools Support.  
4. Optionally set up your ILL Request Form. 
5. Optionally set up Link Resolver Properties and Words. 
6. Optionally make sure that your URLs/Extents are current in the catalog. 
7. Optionally fix duplicate bibs. 
 
1. Search your catalog for aggregators which are unknown to CyberTools. Run Staff Functions-> 
Link Resolver & LinkOut->Find Journals without Extent for the single purpose of finding aggregators 
which are unknown to CyberTools. You can ignore the rest of the report for now. Are there any 
aggregators listed that are unknown to CyberTools? If CyberTools does not know your aggregator then 
CyberTools cannot redirect article requests to your aggregator. Report these to 
Support@CyberToolsForLibraries.com. For more information please see the CyberTools Link Resolver 
for PubMed LinkOut Outside Tool sections:  
 

    - 1.4 Known limitations  
    - 4 Find Journals without Extent  
  

2. Register Your Outside Tool Service as CyberTools. "Request to set up an Outside Tool" - see the 
FAQ on registering at NCBI:  
 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK3803/#related.Register_Your_Outside_Tool_Servi 
 

You can find the "Base URL of your local service" at Staff Functions->Link Resolver & LinkOut-> 
OpenURL base for PubMed LinkOut & the Test LinkOut URL. From the NCBI page, you will need to 
include "Four test URLs (for example, 2 for full-text and 2 for ordering) including PMIDs to demonstrate 
that the links resolve to the actual resource/full-text or to a pre-filled order form." For the "2 for full-text" 
test URLs requirement:  
 

     a. go to two different journals' homepage/contents pages;  

  

     b. find two fairly recent articles, such as from the prior issue, just  

        to make sure that these will be in PubMed;  

  

     c. enter the two articles' titles at pubmed.gov to find their PMIDs;  

  

     d. test the two PMIDs via Staff Functions->Link Resolver & LinkOut->  

        Test LinkOut and CyberTools->PMID. First select [Citation]  

        in order for the software to generate the URL, then select  

        [Resolve] to test the redirecting to your article's full text.  

  

If these do not resolve then contact Support@CyberToolsForLibraries.com. If these do resolve then 
include them in your PubMed "Register Your Outside Tool Service".  
 

Important: if you use a URL Rewriter (e.g., EZproxy, LibLynx, or OpenAthens) then you must send sign-in 
credentials (identifier and its password) to NBCI so that NCBI can use the credentials to see that 
CyberTools resolves to the article. Please do not miss this step.  
 

Here are two PMIDs which you could use for the "2 for ordering" test URLs requirement: 14316043 and 
15390390. Test the two PMIDs via Staff Functions->Link Resolver & LinkOut->Test LinkOut and 
CyberTools->PMID. First select [Citation] in order for the software to generate the URL, then select 
[Resolve] to test the redirecting to your article's full text.  
 

You don't need to use these two. You can also find your own PMIDs for this purpose, but please follow 
the same steps.  
  

http://cybertools.biz/cybertoolsforlibraries/library/guides/solver.pdf#page=8
http://cybertools.biz/cybertoolsforlibraries/library/guides/solver.pdf#page=21
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK3803/#related.Register_Your_Outside_Tool_Servi
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3. Send your NCBI-assigned Outside Tool NameAbbr to CyberTools Support.  
Please send your NameAbbr (a.k.a. username) to Support@CyberToolsForLibraries.com: we would want 
to test it.  
 

4. Optionally set up your ILL Request Form. See the CyberTools Link Resolver for PubMed LinkOut 
Outside Tool section 3 Request Page Fields Management. Run Staff Functions->Link Resolver & 
LinkOut->Request Page Fields Management.  
 

5. Optionally set up Link Resolver Properties and Words. See the CyberTools Link Resolver for 
PubMed LinkOut Outside Tool section 2 Link Resolver Properties and Words. Run Staff Functions->Link 
Resolver & LinkOut->Link Resolver Properties and Words.  
 

6. Optionally make sure that your URLs/Extents are current in the catalog. If you do not do this step 
then the worst thing that will happen is that an article goes to your ILL form rather than gets redirected to 
its full text. See the CyberTools Link Resolver for PubMed LinkOut Outside Tool section 4 Find Journals 
without Extent. Run Staff Functions->Link Resolver & LinkOut->Find Journals without Extent.  
 
Or, subscribe to our new ERM Updating Service! For a modest fee CyberTools will maintain your 
electronic resources metadata in your CyberTools catalog and A to Z lists.  
 

7. Optionally fix duplicate bibs. See the CyberTools Link Resolver for PubMed LinkOut Outside Tool 
section 5 Duplicate Bibs Report by Control Number. Run Staff Functions->Cataloging->Reports-> 
Duplicate Bibs by Control Numbers. 

 
1.6 Solver: CyberTools Link Resolver Menu 
 

 
 
1.7 Fields:  Solver: CyberTools Link Resolver Menu 
  

http://cybertools.biz/cybertoolsforlibraries/library/guides/solver.pdf#page=17
http://cybertools.biz/cybertoolsforlibraries/library/guides/solver.pdf#page=12
http://cybertools.biz/cybertoolsforlibraries/library/guides/solver.pdf#page=21
http://cybertools.biz/cybertoolsforlibraries/library/guides/solver.pdf#page=21
http://cybertools.biz/cybertoolsforlibraries/library/guides/solver.pdf#page=23
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1.7.1 Field 1 Last Request:  78 characters, multiple, display only 
The Latest Request displays the most recent document delivery request. As e-mail systems become 
more complex and utilize AI to find spam, they sometimes block article request e-mails from the server to 
the library. By presenting the latest request on the menu, we hope that this serves as a safety net to the 
e-mail notifications. Please note that all article requests can be listed via function [Requested Article 
Report].  
 
1.7.2 Field 2 Solver Menu:   
Function [Test LinkOut and CyberTools] opens the page CyberTools LinkOut Test in a browser. There 
you enter PubMed article PMID values to emulation PubMed LinkOut. CyberTools takes each PMID, 
forms the same URL that PubMed LinkOut would, and sends it to the CyberTools web server.  
 

Function [Search Catalog] is the Online Patron Access Catalog (OPAC). This staff entry empowers library 
staff beyond the standard patron features.  
 

Function [OpenURL base for LinkOut & the Test LinkOut URL] displays your CyberTools Link Resolver 
base URL that you provide to PubMed. It also displays your CyberTools LinkOut Test URL.  
 

Function [Link Resolver Properties and Words] lets you specify the link resolver behavior and customize 
your phrases on the Confirmation.  
 

Function [Request Page Fields Management] lets you specify the Request Page fields. The Request 
Page is the document delivery form.  
 

Function [Find Journals without Extent] reports:  
 

   - Journal collections without Extent (because it's easy to  

      update a collection)  

   - Possible Aggregator Collection (please report these to  

     CyberTools)  

   - Journal titles and URLs without extent (if a work is not in a  

     collection then edit via Cataloging->Edit Existing Bibs->  

     {select the work}->Brief Bib Editor->Links)  

   - Bad URLs  

  

Function [Requested Articles Report] list the request within a date range. The report can optionally create 
a text tab-delimited spreadsheet file.  
 

Function [Processed Articles Report] list articles processed by the link resolver within a date range. The 
report can optionally create a text tab-delimited spreadsheet file.  
 

Function [Duplicate Bibs Report by Control Number] identifies duplicate bibliographic records when the 
same control number that appear in different records. The checked control numbers are ISBN, ISSN, 
LCCN, Tag 001, and the call numbers.  
 

Function [Cataloging] has all of your cataloging and collection functions:  
 

   Import a MARC Bib File  

   Interactive Z39.50 MARC Bib Import  

   File Z39.50 MARC Bib Import  

   Original Cataloging         

   Edit Existing Bibs  

   Remove Bibs from the Catalog  

   A to Z Groups  
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2 Link Resolver Properties and Words 
 
2.1 Overview to the link resolver properties 
 
Solver, the CyberTools Link Resolver for PubMed LinkOut, is a rich, robust, and easy-to-use solution for 
PubMed LinkOut. Customize the Link Resolver Properties to dictate how the link resolver works, and what 
the patron sees on two key pages: the Confirmation page and the Request page.  
 

The Confirmation is an optional page used in these circumstances:  
 

   - optionally for each resolved article to insure that the patron  

     receives the article;  

   - when a journal's online extent data are missing.  

  

The Confirmation page displays:  
 

   - your Public Search Catalog Logo and Header;  

   - a reminder to allow pop-ups from the CyberTools server;  

   - the article's citation;  

   - Your Confirmation message, for example:  

     This page should have popped up another browser containing  

     the material for the citation. If the article is not available  

     via print or online then select the button [Request Materials];  

   - the button [Request Materials].  

  

The Request Page is a document delivery form. It displays:  
 

   - your Public Search Catalog Logo and Header;  

   - the article's citation;  

   - the patron's contact information or fields to collect the contact data;  

   - a variety of operational values:  

  

      + Purpose (table list, e.g., Patient Care, Research, etc.);  

      + Need by (table list, e.g., ASAP, tomorrow, etc.);  

      + Delivery method (table list, e.g., E-Mail, Pick Up, etc.);  

      + Fee responsibility (table list, e.g., Only if free, self, etc.);  

      + Cost Center (free text);  

      + Comment (free text).  

  

These data are stored in a database, e-mailed to the library, and optionally can be e-mailed to the patron 
as an acknowledgement.  
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2.2 Link Resolver Properties 
 

 
 
2.3 Fields:  Link Resolver Properties 
 
2.3.1 Field 1 Options:  multiple 
Options values are:  
 

"Confirmation with online access": if the software determines that the resource should be available online, 
and the library wants confirmation that the resolution worked, then the software launches the resource's 
URL in a browser pop-up and offers the user a Confirmation Page. This Confirmation Page displays:  
 

   - a reminder to allow pop-ups from the CyberTools server;  

   - the citation;  

   - asks if the browser pop-up actually displayed the resource;  

   - offers the Request Page if the pop-up failed.  

  

Thus the Confirmation Page guarantees that the patron will attain access, either directly by the article in 
the pop-up browser, or by document delivery. It is also a solution for libraries without IP authentication 
solutions such as EZproxy for the library's remote patrons. Lastly it allows a library to start with the 
CyberTools LinkOut solution while not updating its collection's extent.  
 

"Send acknowledge e-mail to patron" sends the contents of a Request Page to the patron.  
 

"Offer document delivery for print materials" places the [Request Materials] button on the "Article is 
available in print in the library" page. Thus, if an article is in print in the library and is not online for the 
library, this features enables the patron to request delivery of the article rather than visiting the library for 
the material.  
 

"English Only" will not present the Request Page for non-English, non-accessible materials. The library 
can provide its own wording in the adjoining field. (Obviously if the non-English article is online then 
CyberTools will direct the patron's browser to the article.)  
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
Menu Values: 
Confirmation with online access 
Send acknowledge e-mail to patron 
Offer document delivery for print materials 
English only 
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2.3.2 Field 2 English Only Message to Patron:  300 characters, mandatory 
The field English Only Explanation to Patron is displayed to a patron when the article is not in English and 
the library has selected the English Only option. The default is:  
 

   Regrettably the library will only process English language materials.  

 
2.3.3 Field 3 Request Materials:  40 characters, mandatory 
Field 'Request Materials' is the text for the button that brings up the CyberTools document delivery form 
Request page. [Request Materials] appears on the Confirmation page and optionally on the 'Article is 
available in print in the library' page. The default is 'Request Materials'.  
 

If you change this text then you will probably need to change the Confirmation message because the 
default contains the phrase  
 

 [Request Materials].  

 
2.3.4 Field 4 E-mail Request to Library Address:  40 characters, mandatory 
Purpose: the Request Page (a.k.a. document delivery form) is e-mailed to this library e-mail address.  
 
2.3.5 Field 5 PubMed LinkOut Outside Tool Na:  15 characters 
Also known as the PubMed LinkOut UserName, this identifier is assigned by NCBI.  
 
2.3.6 Field 6 EBSCO EDS Customer ID:  40 characters 
Purpose: if the library subscribes to EBSCO EDS, then CyberTools will use EBSCO Full Text Finder 
OpenURL at resolver.ebscohost.com. That server accepts the PMID, which is simple. Otherwise the 
standard EBSCO OpenURL at openurl.ebscohost.com will be used. This latter server's OpenURL is 
complex in that it takes textual rather than numeric values therefore might be prone to errors.  
 
2.3.7 Field 7 Ovid Link Resolver:   
Ovid has three link resolver. Please pick the one that is best for your library. If you do not subscribe to 
Ovid products then you may ignore this parameter.  
 

Insight forms the URL https://insights.ovid.com/pubmed?pmid=#####where ##### is the PMID value.  It 
generally returns a PDF. CyberTools believes that Insight is included in your Ovid journal subscriptions.   
 

LinkSolver is a subscription service from Ovid. It forms the URL 
http://linksolver.ovid.com/OpenUrl/LinkSolver?id=pmid:##### where ##### is the PMID value.  If you 
have LinkSolver then you should select it here. But then again, why would you be using LinkSolver and 
CyberTools Solver? That doesn't make sense.   
 

ovidsp.ovid.com uses Ovid standard OpenURL. It is a complex format that might include DOI, ISSN, 
volume, issue, and/or first page. CyberTools believes that the Ovid standard OpenURL is included in your 
Ovid journal subscriptions.  
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
Menu Values: 
Insight 
LinkSolver 
ovidsp.ovid.com 
 
2.3.8 Field 8 Browser Pop-up Opens: new tab or new instance of the browser:   
CyberTools uses browser pop-ups in the Public Search Catalog for accessing resources external to the 
catalog's data (such as an online book). CyberTools also uses browser pop-ups for the link resolver's 
Confirmation Page. The pop-up can either be in a new tab in the same instance of the browser, or in a 
new instance of the browser. The default is the former.  
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
Menu Values: 
new tab in the same browser 
new instance of a browser 

https://insights.ovid.com/pubmed?pmid=#####
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2.3.9 Field 9 Pop-up Message:  300 characters 
The Pop-up Message appears on the CyberTools LinkOut Test page and the Confirmation Page. This 
message is shown followed by CyberTools server name. The default message is:  
 

   Your browser must allow pop-ups from  

  

CyberTools will then complete then message. It is typically:  
 

   Your browser must allow pop-ups from CyberToolsForLibraries.com  

  

The server might also be cyber.tools or cybertools.biz.  
 
2.3.10 Field 10 Browser Maximized Message:  300 characters 
The Browser Maximized Message appears on the CyberTools LinkOut Test page and the Confirmation 
Page. The default message is:  
 

   Please do not use this app with a maximized browser or you may miss a  

   pop-up.  

 
2.3.11 Field 11 Sign In Message:  300 characters 
The Sign In Message does two things. Its presence encourages the patron to sign in. Its absence forces 
the patron to complete a name and address form. The latter is tedious if the patron is requesting many 
articles. The default sign in message is  
 

   Please sign in before completing the request form for the  

   following Material. [Cancel] will skip the sign in but you'll  

   need to complete a contact form.  

  

The citation follows the Sign In Message.  
 
2.3.12 Field 12 Confirmation Message:  150 characters 
The Confirmation Message appears when any of these options are selected:  
 

   - Confirmation page with each online redirect  

   - Try redirect for articles outside the extent  

  

The Confirmation Message page first opens the URL to the online resource, then displays your 
Confirmation Message, the citation, and the push button [Request Materials].  
 

The default message is:  
 

   This page should have popped up another browser containing the  

   material for the citation. If it did not then select the button [Request  

   Materials].  

 
2.3.13 Field 13 Direct link to material:  150 characters 
Field 'Direct link to material' is an optional hyperlink to the material. It appears on the Confirmation page 
after the Confirmation message. The default is 'Direct link to material'.  
 
2.3.14 Field 14 Request Message:  150 characters 
The Request Message appears on the Request Page. It should be instructions on how to complete the 
questions on the page.  
 

When the system is setup for the patron to sign in (rather than complete the contact form data) then the 
Request Message appears after the citation display and patron contact data but before the included 
questions of Purpose, Delivery, Fees, etc.  
 

When the system is setup for the patron to complete the contact form data (rather than sign in), then the 
Request Message appears after the citation display and before the contact questions.  
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The default is:  
 

   Please answer these questions.  

 
2.3.15 Field 15 Acknowledgement Message:  150 characters 
The Acknowledgement Message appears on a page after a successfully submitted Request page. The 
message appears after the citation display. The default is:  
 

   Your request for the above citation was sent to the library.  

   You were sent an acknowledgement e-mail.  

 
2.3.16 Field 16 Copyright Message:  150 characters 
The Copyright Message appears on the bottom of the Request Page and Acknowledgement Page. It may 
be blank. The default is:  
 

   Notice: This material may be protected by copyright law (Title  

   17 U.S. Code).  

 

 
2.3.17 Field 17 Article is available in print in the library:  150 characters, mandatory 
'The Article is available in print in the library' appears on two different pages. If the article is in print and 
not online, then this message is the header on the page showing how the article solves.  
 

If the article is in print and online, and the library is using the Confirmation page, then this message 
appears after the [Request Materials] push button. The default is:  
 

   The Article is available in print in the library  

 
2.3.18 Field 18 Please pick up this article.:  150 characters 
'Please pick up this article.' appears when the article is only in print. It is an optional message. It appears 
before the item location, bar code, item number, and status display.  The default is:  
 

   Please pick up this article.  

 
2.3.19 Field 19 Controls Ok, Cancel, & Help:   
Specifies an action that controls the window's flow. [Ok] will save and apply the displayed values, while 
[Cancel] will reject the changes. [Help] will display all of the documentation for the window. Press the Help 
key for context-sensitive help for each field.  
 

Format: It is an action that toggles the push button.  
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
Menu Values: 
Ok 
Cancel 
Help 
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3 Request Page Fields Management 
 
3.1 Overview to Request Page Fields 
 
The Request Page Fields window allows you to edit, add, or remove free text fields and choice fields to 
your document delivery form. Choice fields display as table dropdowns. The default fields are listed here 
in their default order:  
 

   First Name  

   Last Name  

   Suffix  

   Campus  

   Department  

   Address  

   City  

   State/Province *  

   Zip/Postal  

   E-mail  

   Phone  

   Purpose  

   Need by *  

   Delivery *  

   Fee responsibility *  

   Cost Center  

   Comment  

  

   * denotes a choice field.  

  

If patron sign in is enabled for the Request page, then fields First Name through Phone are not displayed.  

 
3.2 Request Page Fields 
 

 
 
3.3 Fields:  Request Page Fields 
 
3.3.1 Field 1 Text Field Number:  3 characters, display only 
The Text Field Number simply indicates the field on the edit window. It has no intrinsic value.  
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3.3.2 Field 2 Text Field Label:  20 characters, mandatory 
The Request Page may have up to 99 Text Fields. Each Text Field needs a Text Field Label. The label is 
displayed on the Request Page to the left of the Text Field. It is also used in the request e-mail and 
reports. If you change the meaning of a field, you are not changing any pre-existing data. For example, if 
you change field City to Municipality, there is no impact. But if you change the label to Ethnicity, all prior 
records with City will still have City data.  
 
3.3.3 Field 3 Text Field Length:  2 characters, mandatory 
The Text Field Length should between 1 and 40.  
 
3.3.4 Field 4 Required:   
Select the checkbox if your field requires a value.  
 
3.3.5 Field 5 Text Field Sort Value:  3 characters 
This field on this window is an alphanumeric sort value. If this field is blank then it will not appear on the 
Request Page. The sort value must be between 1 and 999. The sort values are intentionally sparse, i.e., 
10, 20, 30, etc., rather than 1, 2, 3, etc. To place one field after another, assign the subsequent field a 
value greater than its predecessor, e.g., to move E-mail (default 100) after Last Name (default 20), assign 
E-mail Sort to be a value 21 through 29.  
 
3.3.6 Field 6 Group Insert/Remove Controls for Custom Text Fields:   
The Group Insert/Remove Occurrence are two push buttons that are equivalent to the function keys Insert 
(Group) Occurrence and Remove (Group) Occurrence.  
 

The push button with the + (plus) sign will insert a blank group occurrence at the location of the current 
occurrence. The current occurrence and all occurrences which follow are shifted to their current position 
plus one. In other words, the current occurrence repeating fields, and all subsequent occurrences, are 
shifted down so that a blank occurrence is seen in the current position. For example, given the group:  
 

  Color: red    Shape: line      [+][-]  

  Color: blue   Shape: dot       [+][-]  

  Color: green  Shape: circle    [+][-]  

  Color: yellow Shape: square    [+][-]  

  

If blue's [+] is selected, then a blank record is inserted where blue was, and blue through yellow shift 
down:  
 

  Color: red    Shape: line      [+][-]  

  Color: _____  Shape: ________  [+][-]  

  Color: blue   Shape: dot       [+][-]  

  Color: green  Shape: circle    [+][-]  

  Color: yellow Shape: square    [+][-]  

  

The push button with the - (minus) sign removes the current occurrence. All occurrences beyond the 
current occurrence are shifted to be at their occurrence position minus one. For example, given the 
group:  
 

  Color: red    Shape: line      [+][-]  

  Color: blue   Shape: dot       [+][-]  

  Color: green  Shape: circle    [+][-]  

  Color: yellow Shape: square    [+][-]  

  

If blue's [-] is selected, then record blue is destroyed. Green and yellow shift up. The last record is blank:  
 

  Color: red    Shape: line      [+][-]  

  Color: green  Shape: circle    [+][-]  

  Color: yellow Shape: square    [+][-]  

  Color: _____  Shape: ________  [+][-]  

 
3.3.8 Field 8 Choice Field Number:  3 characters, display only 
The Choice Field Number simply indicates the field on the edit window. It has no intrinsic value.  
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3.3.9 Field 9 Choice Label:  20 characters, mandatory 
Field Choice Field Label is displayed on the Request Page to the left of the table choices.  
 
3.3.10 Field 10 Choice Sort Value:  3 characters 
This field on this window is an alphanumeric sort value. If this field is blank then it will not appear on the 
Request Page. The sort value must be between 1 and 999. The sort values are intentionally sparse, i.e., 
10, 20, 30, etc., rather than 1, 2, 3, etc. To place one field after another, assign the subsequent field a 
value greater than its predecessor, e.g., to move E-mail (default 100) after Last Name (default 20), assign 
E-mail Sort to be a value 21 through 29.  
 
3.3.11 Field 11 Group Insert/Remove Controls:   
The Group Insert/Remove Occurrence are two push buttons that are equivalent to the function keys Insert 
(Group) Occurrence and Remove (Group) Occurrence.  
 

The push button with the + (plus) sign will insert a blank group occurrence at the location of the current 
occurrence. The current occurrence and all occurrences which follow are shifted to their current position 
plus one. In other words, the current occurrence repeating fields, and all subsequent occurrences, are 
shifted down so that a blank occurrence is seen in the current position. For example, given the group:  
 

  Color: red    Shape: line      [+][-]  

  Color: blue   Shape: dot       [+][-]  

  Color: green  Shape: circle    [+][-]  

  Color: yellow Shape: square    [+][-]  

  

If blue's [+] is selected, then a blank record is inserted where blue was, and blue through yellow shift 
down:  
 

  Color: red    Shape: line      [+][-]  

  Color: _____  Shape: ________  [+][-]  

  Color: blue   Shape: dot       [+][-]  

  Color: green  Shape: circle    [+][-]  

  Color: yellow Shape: square    [+][-]  

  

The push button with the - (minus) sign removes the current occurrence. All occurrences beyond the 
current occurrence are shifted to be at their occurrence position minus one. For example, given the 
group:  
 

  Color: red    Shape: line      [+][-]  

  Color: blue   Shape: dot       [+][-]  

  Color: green  Shape: circle    [+][-]  

  Color: yellow Shape: square    [+][-]  

  

If blue's [-] is selected, then record blue is destroyed. Green and yellow shift up. The last record is blank:  
 

  Color: red    Shape: line      [+][-]  

  Color: green  Shape: circle    [+][-]  

  Color: yellow Shape: square    [+][-]  

  Color: _____  Shape: ________  [+][-]  

 
3.3.12 Field 12 Choice Values:  25 characters, multiple, mandatory 
Purpose: field Choices are your values from which the patron can selects the appropriate value for the 
field. For example, if your Choice Label is Favorite Color then you might add to Choices:  
 

   black  

   white  

   red  

   blue  

   yellow  
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3.3.14 Field 14 Controls Ok, Cancel, & Help:   
Specifies an action that controls the window's flow. [Ok] will save and apply the displayed values, while 
[Cancel] will reject the changes. [Help] will display all of the documentation for the window. Press the Help 
key for context-sensitive help for each field.  
 

Format: It is an action that toggles the push button.  
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
Menu Values: 
Ok 
Cancel 
Help 
Restore Defaults 
 
Function [Restore Defaults] will remove the current fields and restore the original fields.  
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4 Find Journals without Extent 
 
4.1 Introduction to Find Journals without Extent 
 
Function [Find Journals without Extent] allows you to identify online journals and check the following:  
 

   - Are there any aggregators which are unknown to CyberTools;  

   - Are there any collections which are missing their extent;  

   - All individual works and their URLs missing their extent;  

   - Bad URLs.  

  

CyberTools stores online journals at MARC tag 856 subfield u. The extent is stored at the same 856 but 
at subfield x, with the preface EXTENT. The best way to update extent is  
 

   - for a collection use Cataloging->File Z39.50 MARC Bib Import  

   - for individual works use Cataloging->Edit Existing Bibs->{select the  

     work}->Brief Bib Editor->Links  

  

The report is automatically opened in your browser. The report hyperlinks to your CyberTools Public 
Search Catalog via OpenURL. The report also hyperlinks to the journals' online site.  
 

After opening the report in your browser, a pop-up will ask if you want to view the journals in Search 
Catalog or edit them:  
 

    |--------107 bibs have URLs without extent.-----------|  

    | [View in Search Catalog]  [Edit in a batch]  [Quit] |  

    |-----------------------------------------------------|  

 
4.2 Example of a Find Journals without Extent report 
 
   Summary of possible problems  
  

   Possible unknown aggregators:  

  

   Please report to CyberTools these following servers as possible unknown  

   aggregators. Aggregators cannot use DOI URLs therefore CyberTools needs  

   to make an exception for them.  

  

   foobar.com = 75  

  

   Collections which need to be updated with extent:  

  

   ovidsp.ovid.com = 268  

   search.ebscohost.com = 851   

  

   URLs which do not have extent:  

  

   MARC# 86468  A & A case reports.  

     http://ovidsp.ovid.com/ovidweb.cgi?T=JS&NEWS=n&CSC=Y&PAGE=toc&D=ovft&AN  

     =01720097-000000000-00000  

  

   MARC# 86480  Academic medicine : journal of the Association of American  

     Medical Colleges.  

     http://ovidsp.ovid.com/ovidweb.cgi?T=JS&NEWS=n&CSC=Y&PAGE=toc&D=ovft&AN  

     =00001888-000000000-00000  

   MARC# 81447  Acta Koreana.  

     http://search.ebscohost.com/direct.asp?db=sih&jid=%22KZ0%22&scope=site  

  

   <snip>  

  

   Bad URLs  

  

   MARC# 1234  Journal of the Inane  

      http:silly.com  
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4.3 Find Journals without Extent 
 

 
 
4.4 Fields:  Find Journals without Extent 
 
4.4.1 Field 1 Status of the Process:  60 characters, display only 
Displays the message "Working..." and/or other messages while the software processes the data.  
 
4.4.2 Field 2 When a bib has a MARC tag 856 $u URL but no $x EXTENT and the following:  
multiple 
Purpose: The check boxes for "When a bib has a MARC tag 856 $u URL but no $x EXTENT and the 
following." determine which records with URLs at MARC tag 856 $u and lacking the CyberTools MARC 
tag $x EXTENT should be reviewed as online journals.  
 

"MARC leader 07 is 's' for Serial" is a traditional manner of encoding a journal in MARC.  
 

"An ISSN and no ISBN" finds serials and rules out monographic series.  
 

"Title contains the word 'journal'" is self-explanatory.  
 

"Any work assigned to the following A to Z Groups" is paired with A to Z lists which contain the word 
'journal'. Note that it would include 'print journals' so you should remove any A to Z Group that is strictly 
print.  
 
4.4.3 Field 3 A to Z Groups for Online Journals:  15 characters, multiple 
Purpose:  the multiple table pick field 'A to Z Groups for Online Journals' lists your A to Z groups which 
contain the word 'journal', thus, any work assigned to such a list is probably a journal. Note that this field 
will include entries such as "Print Journals" which should be removed. In other words, if a bibliographic 
record is assigned to one of the listed A to Z Groups, and the record has a URL at MARC tag 856 $u but 
is missing the journal's extent at 856 $x, then the record will be reported.  
 
4.4.4 Field 4 Search Now, Cancel, & Help:   
[Search Now] starts the search. [Cancel] terminates the report. [Help] displays this window's guide.  
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
Menu Values: Search Now, Cancel, & Help 
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5 Requested Articles Report 
 
5.1 Overview to the Requested Articles Report 
 
Run the Requested Articles Report from Staff Functions->Link Resolver & LinkOut->Requested Articles 
Report. For a given date range it will list each requested article's citation and contact data in reverse 
chronological order. For example:  
 

 Requested Articles Report: 02/01/20-02/29/20  

  

 Request# 41 02/27/20 02:40 PM  

          First Name: M  

           Last Name: Mouse  

              Campus: East  

          Department: Orthopedic Surgery  

              E-mail: mmouse@genhosp.org  

               Phone: 9103388123  

             Need by: ASAP  

            Delivery: E-mail  

             Comment: any help is appreciated  

 Schalock PC, Menne T, et al. Hypersensitivity reactions to metallic  

 implants - diagnostic algorithm and suggested patch test series for  

 clinical use. Contact dermatitis. 2012 Jan;66(1):4-19.  

 doi:10.1111/j.1600-0536.2011.01971.x 1600-0536 PMID:21957996 lang: eng  

  

 Request# 40 02/26/20 01:49 PM  

          First Name: d  

           Last Name: duck  

              Campus: East  

          Department: Child psychiatry  

              E-mail: dduck@genhosp.org  

               Phone: 4662757123  

             Need by: ASAP  

            Delivery: E-mail  

 McGorry PD, Nelson B, et al. Randomized controlled trial of interventions  

 for young people at ultra-high risk of psychosis: twelve-month outcome.  

 The Journal of clinical psychiatry. 2013 Apr;74(4):349-56.  

 doi:10.4088/JCP.12m07785 1555-2101 PMID:23218022 lang: eng  

  

 Request# 39 02/25/20 06:17 PM  

          First Name: K  

           Last Name: kong  

              Campus: West  

          Department: Surgery  

              E-mail: kkong@genhosp.org  

               Phone: 57658501232  

             Need by: ASAP  

            Delivery: E-mail  

             Comment: Thank you  

 Kassamali RH, Burlak K, et al. The Safety of Continuing Therapeutic  

 Anticoagulation During Inferior Vena Cava Filter Retrieval: A 6-Year  

 Retrospective Review from a Tertiary Centre. Cardiovascular and  

 Interventional radiology. 2019 Aug;42(8):1110-1116.  

 doi:10.1007/s00270-019-02254-1 1432-086X PMID:31139883 lang: eng  

  

 <snip>  

  

 Total number of requested articles=16  
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5.2 Requested Articles Report 
 

 
 
5.3 Fields:  Requested Articles Report 
 
5.3.1 Field 1 Status of the Process:  60 characters, display only 
Displays the message "Working..." and/or other messages while the software processes the data.  
 
5.3.2 Field 2 Start Date:  12 characters, mandatory 
The Start Date default is the being of the last month that had a request. Any date can be used. The date 
format can be:  
 

   MM/DD/YY, e.g., 2/1/20  

   DD, e.g., 1, for the first of the current month  

   -#, e.g., -5, for 5 days ago  

   =, for today  

 
5.3.3 Field 3 End Date:  12 characters, mandatory 
The End Date default is the last date that had a request. Any date can be used. The date format can be:  
 

   MM/DD/YY, e.g., 2/1/20  

   DD, e.g., 1, for the first of the current month  

   -#, e.g., -5, for 5 days ago  

   =, for today  

 
5.3.4 Field 4 Tab Delimiter Format:   
Purpose: Tab Delimiter Format for Foreign App Import will create the top row with the column labels for 
each report field. The column labels will have a tab character between them. The data will be formatted 
into a row per record with tabs between the fields. The output can be imported into spreadsheets and 
databases.  
 
Because there can be changes in the use of the Request Page over time, TAB and function [File] 
includes all possible data within the report's dates. Thus, if your January Request Page had one set of 
fields, and changes were made in February, January's Tab-File columns will be different from February's. 
If the report is run for January through February, then the report includes all fields in the columns.  
 

If the Request Page enables patron sign-in, and it is used during the report's dates, then the first ten 
columns are:  
 

     Patron#  

     Database Last Name  

     DB First Name  

     DB E-mail  

     DB Address  

     DB City  

     DB State  

     DB Postal  

     DB Phone  

     First Name  

     Last Name  
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     Suffix  

     Campus  

     Department  

  

The report always includes the Request Page fields. The default fields are:  
 

     First Name  

     Last Name  

     Suffix  

     Campus  

     Department  

     Address  

     City  

     State/Province  

     Zip/Postal  

     E-mail  

     Phone  

     Cost Center  

     Comment  

     Purpose  

     Need by  

     Delivery  

     Fee responsibility  

  

Note: if the patron uses the patron sign in, then First Name through Phone are blank because the values 
will be presented from the database.  
 

The citation values are included:  
 

     Authors  

     Article  

     Title  

     Year  

     Month  

     Day  

     Volume  

     Issue  

     Pages  

     DOI  

     ISSN  

     ISBN  

     PMID  

     PMCID  

  

Lastly, the date and time are the last two columns.  
 
5.3.5 Field 5 Choice of the Target Device:   
Specifies the target device for the output. Choices include Workstation, Printer, File, or send to an E-mail 
address.  
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
Menu Values: 
Workstation 
Printer 
File 
E-mail 
Close 
Help 
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6 Processed Articles Report 
 
6.1 Overview to the Processed Articles Report 
 
Run the Articles Report from Staff Functions->Link Resolver & LinkOut->Processed Articles Report. For a 
given date range it will list each article that the link resolver processed. It displays the citation, the access 
date, and if it went to the Request Page.  
 

Unfortunately the date was not captured correctly for each article until 2020-02-18. All articles prior to that 
date are assigned the date and time of 2020-01-01 noon.  

 
6.2 Example of the Processed Articles Report 
 
 Processed Articles Report: 03/03/20-03/03/20  

  

 Accessed 03/03/20 06:10 AM    Process# 2644       Request# 161  

 Findley LJ, Ries AL, et al. Hypoxemia during apnea in normal subjects:  

 mechanisms and impact of lung volume. Journal of applied physiology:  

 respiratory, environmental and exercise physiology. 1983 Dec;55(6):1777-83.  

 doi:10.1152/jappl.1983.55.6.1777 0161-7567 PMID:6662768 lang: eng  

  

 Accessed 03/03/20 06:25 AM    Process# 2646       Request# 162  

 Yoder EA, Klann K, et al. Inspired oxygen concentrations during positive  

 pressure therapy. Sleep & breathing = Schlaf & Atmung. 2004 Mar;8(1):1-5.  

 doi:10.1007/s11325-004-0001-y 1520-9512 PMID:15026933 lang: eng  

  

 Accessed 03/03/20 07:31 AM    Process# 2648  

 Bass NM, Mullen KD, et al. Rifaximin treatment in hepatic encephalopathy.  

 The New England journal of medicine. 2010 Mar 25;362(12):1071-81.  

 doi:10.1056/NEJMoa0907893 1533-4406 PMID:20335583 lang: eng  

  

 Accessed 03/03/20 07:47 AM    Process# 2649  

 Vilstrup H, Amodio P, et al. Hepatic encephalopathy in chronic liver  

 disease: 2014 Practice Guideline by the American Association for the Study  

 of Liver Diseases and the European Association for the Study of the Liver.  

 Hepatology (Baltimore, Md.) 2014 Aug;60(2):715-35.  

 doi:10.1002/hep.27210 1527-3350 PMID:25042402 lang: eng  

  

 Accessed 03/03/20 07:51 AM    Process# 2650  

 Turner D, Ruemmele FM, et al. Management of Paediatric Ulcerative Colitis,  

 Part 2: Acute Severe Colitis-An Evidence-based Consensus Guideline From  

 the European Crohn's and Colitis Organization and the European Society of  

 Paediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology and Nutrition. Journal of pediatric  

 gastroenterology and nutrition. 2018 Aug;67(2):292-310.  

 doi:10.1097/MPG.0000000000002036 1536-4801 PMID:30044358 lang: eng  

  

 Accessed 03/03/20 07:51 AM    Process# 2651  

 Turner D, Bishai J, et al. Antibiotic Cocktail for Pediatric Acute Severe  

 Colitis and the Microbiome: The PRASCO Randomized Controlled Trial.  

 Inflammatory bowel diseases. 2019 Dec 13. doi:10.1093/ibd/izz298  

 1536-4844 PMID:31833543 lang: eng  

  

 Accessed 03/03/20 08:33 AM    Process# 2652  

 Fragou M, Karakitsos D, et al. Peripheral T-cell lymphoma presenting as an  

 ischemic stroke in a 23-year-old woman: a case report and review of the  

 literature. Journal of medical case reports. 2009 Oct 27;3:83.  

 doi:10.1186/1752-1947-3-83 1752-1947 PMID:19946559 PMCID:PMC2783082  

 lang: eng  

  

 <snip>  
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6.3 Notes on option Tab Delimiter Format and function [File] 
 
When option Tab Delimiter Format and function [File] are used, the resulting tab delimited text file can be 
opened with a spreadsheet program. If you create your file with the file extension ".tsv", tab separated 
variables, then your spreadsheet program will be the default application.  
 

The file will have these columns:  
 

     Authors  

     Article  

     Title  

     Year  

     Month  

     Day  

     Volume  

     Issue  

     Pages  

     DOI  

     ISSN  

     ISBN  

     PMID  

     PMCID  

     Process#  

     Process Date  

     Process Time  

     Request#  

 

6.4 Processed Articles Report 
 

 
 
6.5 Fields:  Processed Articles Report 
 
6.5.1 Field 1 Status of the Process:  60 characters, display only 
Displays the message "Working..." and/or other messages while the software processes the data.  
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6.5.2 Field 2 Start Date:  12 characters, mandatory 
The Start Date default is the being of the last month that had an article processed by the link resolver. 
Any date can be used. The date format can be:  
 

   MM/DD/YY, e.g., 2/1/20  

   DD, e.g., 1, for the first of the current month  

   -#, e.g., -5, for 5 days ago  

   =, for today  

    

 

 
6.5.3 Field 3 End Date:  12 characters, mandatory 
The End Date default is the last date that had an article processed by the link resolver. Any date can be 
used. The date format can be:  
 

   MM/DD/YY, e.g., 2/1/20  

   DD, e.g., 1, for the first of the current month  

   -#, e.g., -5, for 5 days ago  

   =, for today  

 

 
6.5.4 Field 4 Discard Duplicate Articles:   
When CyberTools studied the processed articles, it was immediately obvious that patrons click on a 
library's PubMed full text icon more than once. We do not know why. We have seen three of the same 
articles processed sequentially. The time between the clicks is between a few seconds to 100 seconds. 
CyberTools feels that duplicate clicks should be discarded.  
 
6.5.5 Field 5 Tab Delimiter Format:   
Purpose: Tab Delimiter Format for Foreign App Import will create the top row with the column labels for 
each report field. The column labels will have a tab character between them. The data will be formatted 
into a row per record with tabs between the fields. The output can be imported into spreadsheets and 
databases.  
 
6.5.6 Field 6 Choice of the Target Device:   
Specifies the target device for the output. Choices include Workstation, Printer, File, or send to an E-mail 
address.  
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
Menu Values: 
Workstation 
Printer 
File 
E-mail 
Close 
Help 
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7 Duplicate Bibs Report by Control Number 
 
7.1 Overview to the Duplicate MARC Bibs by Control# 
 
The Duplicate MARC Bibs by Control Number report is a two step process. First, the report indexes each 
bibliographic record by the following values:  
 

     - Call Number (tag 050, 060, 090, 096, or 099);  

     - Control Number (tag 001);  

     - LC (tag 010);  

     - ISBN (tag 020);  

     - ISSN (tag 022);  

     - URL (tag 856).  

  

Notice that the report does not index by title (tag 245).  
 

Second, the report outputs all fields which have a duplicate value. While creating the output, it then sorts 
these duplicates by normalized title. The end of the report is a listing of duplicate titles and bad ISSN and 
ISBN values.  

 
7.2 Duplicate MARC Bibs by Control Number Report 
 

 
 
7.3 Fields:  Duplicate MARC Bibs by Control Number Report 
 
7.3.1 Field 1 Report Status:  60 characters, display only 
 
7.3.2 Field 2 Recompile the Report Now:   
Purpose: To recompile the report from the current database.  
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7.3.3 Field 3 Check for Duplicate:  multiple 
Purpose: field Check Duplicates specifies the MARC tags that are reported for duplicates. Some catalogs 
have a persistent problem in their data due to prior automation systems, e.g., all of the MARC tag 001 
values are the same. Therefore, a problematic tag can be skipped as part of this report.  
 
Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box 
Menu Values: 
Control Number - tag 001 
LCCN - tag 010 $a 
ISBN - tag 020 $a 
ISSN - tag 022 $a 
Call Numbers 
Skip LC/NLM call numbers without cutters 
URL -- tag 856 $u 
 
7.3.4 Field 4 Display Options:   
Option "All duplicates in the union catalog" is only applicable to a catalog that belongs to a union catalog. 
This option will display all the duplicate bibs in the union catalog. Normally a library is only interested in 
duplicates bibs in its own catalog.  
 
7.3.5 Field 5 Exclude Years Prior To:  4 characters 
Purpose: Exclude Years Prior To will not report on older works. This feature is useful for removing 
duplicates for link resolvers.  
 
7.3.6 Field 6 Choice of the Target Device:   
Specifies the target device for the output. Choices include Workstation, Printer, File, or send to an E-mail 
address.  
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
Menu Values: 
Workstation 
Printer 
File 
E-mail 
Close 
Help 
 
7.3.7 Field 7 Dedup simple matches:   
Purpose: Function [Dedup simple matches] will merge the print holdings from the higher MARC number 
record into the lower MARC number record when:  
 

   - there are no URLs in the higher MARC number record;  

   - nearly exact titles (except for leading fill characters,  

     considerations for AND vs "&" in the title, and other  

     small punctuation considerations;  

   - same year and edition.  

  

The function will first report the works which can be merged. Next the function offers to MARC Export the 
affected works: do so and make sure that you include the "Non-serial Holdings". A final pop-up confirms 
your choice.  
 

Please note that the report compilation must be no older than one day.  
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7.4 Example of the Report 
 
Here is some sample report output  
 

 Duplicate Report 09/23/01 15:02  

  

 Format  

  

 Search Type  

  

 Duplicate Value = Count of Bibs with Value  

  

     MARC#     Title  

 count of dups (count of dupped values) / (count of dupped bib)  

  

  

  

  

 tag 001 Control Number Duplicates  

 1-31760 = 2  

     162     The Merck Manual of diagnosis and therapy; w/item(s)  

             http://www.merck.com/pubs/mmanual  

     2967    Merck manual of diagnosis and therapy; w/item(s)  

             http://www.merck.com/pubs/mmanual  

  

 <snip>  

  

 LCCN Duplicates  

 39-3422 = 2  

     1081    The twelfth mental measurements yearbook; w/item(s)  

     1641    The eleventh mental measurements yearbook; w/item(s)  

 75-14309 = 2  

     72        The relaxation response; w/item(s)  

     2322      The relaxation response; w/item(s)  

 76-14856 = 2  

     124       Hypnosis : trance as a coping mechanism; w/item(s)  

               http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/book/10.1002/  

 9781119979616  

     2031      Hypnosis : trance as a coping mechanism; w/item(s)  

               http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/book/10.1002/  

 9781119979616  

 79-10144 = 2  

     133       The Cardiovascular system; w/item(s)  

     2744      Cardiovascular system; w/item(s)  

  

 <snip>  

  

 ISBN Duplicates  

 0306309327 = 2  

     124       Hypnosis : trance as a coping mechanism; w/item(s)  

     2031      Hypnosis : trance as a coping mechanism; w/item(s)  

 0683006053 = 2  

     133       The Cardiovascular system; w/item(s)  

     1221      The Cardiovascular system; w/item(s)  

 0683045180 = 2  

     546       Comprehensive group psychotherapy; w/item(s)  

     2691      Synoposis of psychiatry; w/item(s)  

  

 <snip>  
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 Call Number Duplicates  

 HV 6545 S9497 1989 = 2  

     1945      Suicide; w/item(s)  

     1946      Suicide; w/item(s)  

 R 726.5 M69 1993 = 5  

     4039      Mystery of Chi [videorecording; w/item(s)  

     4041      Healing from within [videorecording; w/item(s)  

     4042      The art of healing [videorecording; w/item(s)  

     4043      Wounded healers [videorecording; w/item(s)  

 R 726.5 S54 1994 = 2  

     229       Preventing caregiver burnout; w/item(s)  

     3171      Positive caregiver attitudes; w/item(s)  

 RB 127 M36 1994 c.1 = 2  

     2782      Management of cancer pain; w/item(s)  

     2783      Management of cancer pain; w/item(s)  

  

 <snip>  

 URL duplicates   

  

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/journals/1186/ = 2  
 

     7652      Eugenics Review.  

               http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/journals/1186/  

latest/  
 

               http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/journals/1186/  

               Added 2011/05/12 by SHERRY; link(s);  

     7674      Eugenics Review.  

               http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/journals/1186/  

latest/  
 

               http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/journals/1186/  

               Added 2011/05/12 by SHERRY; link(s);    

 <snip>   

  

 Aggregated by matching titles  

  

 ACUTE PAIN MANAGEMENT  

     2728      Acute pain management; w/item(s)  

          CN=ZZZZZ;   

     2779      Acute pain management; w/item(s)  

          CN=RB c127 A27 1992 Ca1;   

  

 BEYOND APPEARANCE  

     734       Beyond appearance; w/item(s)  

          001=85-25426;  LCCN=85-25426;   

     3110      Beyond appearance; w/item(s)  

          001=85-25426;  LCCN=85-25426;   

  

 BREAST HEALTH FOR WOMEN OVER 60 VIDEO  

     3113      Breast health for women over 60 [video]; w/item(s)  

          CN=RG c491 B74;   

     3169      Breast health for women over 60 [video]; w/item(s)  

          CN=RG c491 B74;   

  

 CANCERVIVE  

     1838      Cancervive; w/item(s)  

          LCCN=91-7710;   

     3590      Cancervive; w/item(s)  

          LCCN=91-7710;   
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7.5 Overview to the Duplicate MARC Bibs by Title 
 
The Cataloging or Reports menus list this report. It traverses the title authority file's index, looking for titles 
that occur more than once. When there are duplicates titles, the software compares many MARC bib 
values to eliminate false positives:  
 

   245 $b - title remainder  

   260 $c - year and/or 008 8-11, start, and 008 12-15 end.  

   010 $a - LCCN  

   020 $a - ISBN  

   022 $a - ISSN  

  

Here's an example of the report:  
 

 Format:  

 Authority Entry - Authority Number  

 MARC#          Call#  

      title of duplicate bub  

  

 Acute hospital care - 5541  

 MARC# 4783     Geri 16:04 1998  

      Acute hospital care  

 MARC# 4799     Geri 14:04 1998  

      Acute Hospital Care  

  

 Alexander's care of the patient in surgery 12th ed. - 4740  

 MARC# 4074     WY 161 A3756 2003  

      Alexander's care of the patient in surgery 12th ed.  

 MARC# 10440    WY 161 A3756  

      Alexander's care of the patient in surgery 12th ed.  

  

 Anxiety Disorders in Women - 8581  

 MARC# 7827     OG 6 Vol. 30 No. 11 2005  

      Anxiety Disorders in Women  

 MARC# 9796     OG 6 Vol. 30 No. 11  

      Anxiety disorders in women  
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8 Cataloging 
 
8.1 Overview to the Cataloging Menu 
 
The Cataloging functions are reached via the main Staff Functions Menu. The Cataloging functions 
manage MARC Bibliographic records. For convenience, the Item Creation, Edit (which includes Item 
Remove), and Inquiry functions are also available on the Catalog Menu.  

 
8.2 Cataloging and Authorities Menu 
 

 
 
8.3 Fields:  Cataloging and Authorities Menu 
 
8.3.1 Field 1 Warning:  79 characters, display only 
The Warning field can occasionally display a message about a problem in the catalog. For example, if an 
unresolved batch is more than a day old, then the Warning field will remind you to finish up the batch.  
 
8.3.2 Field 2 Catalog Name:  50 characters, display only 
Field Catalog Name displays the full name of the catalog. This is in contrast to the catalog's short name. 
Both are controlled by Main Menu Properties->Library Name, Address, Phone.  
 
8.3.3 Field 3 Cataloging Menu:   
Function [Search Catalog] is the OPAC with additional functionality for the staff.  
 

Bibliographic Functions  
 

[Import a MARC Bib File] loads a MARC bib from an external source into a batch on this system, and then 
routes the batch and the cataloger to batch control.  
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[Interactive Z39.50 MARC Bib Import] uses Z39.50 technology to import bibs from any Z39.50 server. The 
cataloger enters up to 99 bibliographic control numbers (ISBN, ISSN, or LCCN as examples), the values 
are queried at the Z39.50 server, and the MARC bibs are returned in a batch. All cloud hosted 
CyberTools libraries have this technology.  
 

[File Z39.50 MARC Bib Import] uses Z39.50 technology to import bibs from any Z39.50 server. The 
cataloger first imports a file that contains bibliographic control numbers (ISBN, ISSN, or LCCN as 
examples), the values are queried at the Z39.50 server, and the MARC bibs are returned in a batch. All 
cloud hosted CyberTools libraries have this technology.  
 

[Original Cataloging] directly calls function [Brief Bib Editor] or [MARC Editor]. When the option is [Brief 
Bib Editor] then the simple CIP style editor appears. When the option is [MARC Editor] it first creates a 
batch with an empty bib, then directly calls the MARC Bib Editor to add a field 245 Title Statement $a 
Title. Once the initial edits are completed then [Batch Control] automatically takes over.  
 

[Edit Existing Bibs] first identifies the bibliographic record that requires modifications. Once found, the bib 
can be edited with either the CIP-like Brief Bib Editor or with the MARC Editor. All edits occur in a batch 
file. A batch file is a work space apart from the live database: no one can see the edits in progress.  
When the initial editor session is over, control automatically segues to function [Batch Control] where 
additional tools can be employed, including function [Update Batch to Catalog] that applies the changes 
to the live database.  
 

[Remove MARC Bibliographic Record] identifies a bibliographic record and then expunges it from the 
catalog. If the bib is shared in a union catalog, and the bib has holdings in multiple catalogs, then the bib 
cannot be removed until all items are first removed.  
 

[Remove Bibs Enumerated in a File] imports a file that lists bibliographical control numbers for bibs which 
should be removed. Once the values are verified the MARC bibs are removed.  
 

[Remove Online Collection] uses the MARC Boolean Search Catalog to identify an online collection. If the 
work is strictly online and not used by other catalogs, then the bib is removed. Otherwise, the URL(s) for 
the collection is/are removed.  
 

[Analytic Linkage] connects a secondary bibliographical record, called an analytical entry or simply an 
analytic, to an item that is already attached to its primary bibliographic record.  
 

[View Unresolved Batches] lists all batches which are not CANCEL, DELETED, nor DONE. Such batches 
prevent their bibliographic records from being added to new batches.  
 

[Cancel All Unresolved Batches] should be used with great care, particularly when there is more than one 
user or catalog. This function will change the status of any batch from ERROR, FILING, HOLD, or INUSE 
to CANCEL. It will make available any bib held by these batches for use by another batch.  
 

[Batch Control (resume editing bibs)] enables the cataloger to return to incomplete editing sessions.  
 

Holdings Functions  
 

[New Book or A/V Item] creates a holdings record for a bib for a book or A/V item. This function should 
not be used to check in serial issues.  
 

[Item Inquiry] displays the fundamental item values and usage data.  
 

[Item Edit] modifies existing values for an item. An item is also referred to as holdings or copies. An item 
represents the bib (a bib can have many items, that is, many copies and/or volumes).  
 

[Move Items from one bib to another] moves one bib's items to another bib. If the bib is in Serials 
Management then the bib's copies are also moved.  
 

Spine and Pocket Labels Functions  
 

[Spine and Pocket Labels for Selected Bibs] uses function [Search Catalog] to identify bibs for which 
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spine and/or pocket labels are created.  
 

[Spine and Pocket Labels for Batches] identifies a range of batches for which spine and/or pocket labels 
are created.  
 

Properties  
 

[Defaults] helps to establish local cataloging practices, such as which call number field(s) to use for an 
imported MARC bib, allowable local fields, and which fields do not require a subfield a.  
 

[A to Z Groups] controls the list of A to Z groups. An A to Z Group represents an aggregation of 
bibliographic records on the A to Z pages. For example, a Group might be Databases, eBooks, eJournals, 
Consumer Health DVDs, Games, etc.  
 

[MARC Import Holdings Profiles] maps specific MARC tags and subfields to the Item Database for the 
purpose of (a) comparing the holdings' call numbers to the bibs and (b) for the generation of Items. It is 
used during conversions or to process the holdings data from a cataloging service.  
 

Miscellaneous  
 

[Report...] leads to the Cataloging Report menu.  
 

[Export MARC Bibs] builds a MARC 21 file for non-serial bibs, serial bibs, and/or bibs just with URLs. The 
monographic items can be included.  
 

[Refresh MARC Bibs via Z39.50] allows the cataloger to refresh all bibliographic records, or a selected 
subset of bibliographic records, via a Z39.50 server.  
 

[Title Fix Number of Nonfiling Characters] searches for all titles that begin with the article A, AN, or THE. If 
the MARC bibliographic tag 245 indicator 2, the Number of nonfiling characters, is 0 (zero), then it is 
corrected, and the bibliographic record is re-indexed.  
 

[Remove Old URLs] corrects a prior importing practice that allowed non-vetted URLs to be easily 
imported. Through a series of simple searches, most of these URLs can be found and easily removed.  
 

[Duplicate URLs within Individual Bibs] searches each MARC bibliographic record for duplicate URLs. 
The problem bibs can be reported. The bibs can also be copied into a batch where the duplicate URLs 
are removed.  
 

[Remove Duplicate Skinny Bibs] searches for bibs which are missing an ISBN, an ISSN, and a LCCN, 
have no print, and have one URL. Duplicates are by title and URL server's name. The newest bib is kept 
and the older duplicates are removed.  
 

[Clear all Locks and Queues] should only be used when instructed by CyberTools. Occasionally, the 
processing of a bib will fail, possibly causing other bib problems. This function clears most of the 
database locks and the processing queues so that bib production may continue.  
 

[URL Rewriter Encoded URL] is used with your Catalog Properties Default URL Rewriter Base and URL 
encode target URLs. If you have a value for each of these properties, then this function is active. 
Otherwise, it is not. This function opens a window with two fields, target URL and URL Rewriter Encoded 
URL. After you enter your URL into the target URL field, the software creates the URL Rewriter Encoded 
URL which you can copy to another project.  
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
Menu Values: 
Search Catalog 
Import a MARC Bib File 
Interactive Z39.50 MARC Bib Import 
File Z39.50 MARC Bib Import 
Original Cataloging 
Edit Existing Bibs 
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Remove Bibs from the Catalog 
Remove Bibs Enumerated in a File 
Remove Online Collection 
Analytic Linkage 
View Unresolved Batches 
Cancel All Unresolved Batches 
Batch Control (resume editing bibs) 
New Book or A/V Item 
Item Inquiry 
Item Edit 
Move Items from One Bib to Another 
Labels for Selected Bibs 
Labels for Batches 
Defaults 
A to Z Groups 
MARC Import Holdings Profiles 
Reports... 
Export MARC Bibs 
Refresh MARC Bibs via Z39.50 
Title Fix Nonfiling Fill Characters 
Remove Old URLs 
Duplicate URLs within Individual Bibs 
Remove Duplicate Skinny Bibs 
Clear all Locks and Queues 
URL Rewriter Encoded URL 
Help 
Return to Main Menu 
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8.4 Overview to Brief Bibliographic Editor:  Links 
 
This window is accessed via the function [Links] located on the Brief Bibliographic Editor window. It allows 
the cataloger to manage all of the URL's in a bibliographic record.  
 

The following components for the MARC Bibliographic tag 856 are edited via function [Links]:  
 

 - indicator 2;  

 - subfields 3, u, y, and z;  

 - subfield 9 (a CyberTools MARC 21 extension):  

      + DETAILS: specifies that the URL is to a graphic file  

        which is to be displayed in HTML OPAC Details display;  

      + ONLY: restricts a URL to specific catalogs;  

      + RESOLVE: specifies that an OpenURL to this resource  

        should automatically redirect to the URL in $u;  

      + RESULTS: specifies that the URL is to a graphic file  

        which is to be displayed in Search Results, e.g., a book  

        cover.  

      + EXTENT: with the format:  

        EXTENT:|a first volume|b first issue|c first year|d first month  

        |e first day|f last volume|g last issue|h last year|i last month  

        |j last day |k embargo |l coverage depth |m coverage notes  

        These are KBART values, see:  

  
        https://www.niso.org/standards-committees/kbart/kbart-glossary-relevant-terms 

  

        There are no spaces after the |sub-subfield letters. Example:  

        EXTENT:|a85|b1|c2007|d01|e|f106|g|h2017|i12|j|k|lfulltext|m  

 

8.5 Brief Bibliographic Editor:  Links 
 

 
 
8.6 Fields:  Brief Bibliographic Editor:  Links 
 
8.6.1 Field 1 Title:  70 characters, display only 
This Title field is MARC bib tag 245 $a.  
  

https://www.niso.org/standards-committees/kbart/kbart-glossary-relevant-terms
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8.6.2 Field 2 Link Number:  2 characters, display only 
This field is display only, and serves as a counter to show which link is currently being edited.  
 

Format: Positive integer  
 
8.6.3 Field 3 2nd Indicator:  1 character, mandatory 
Choose the second indicator for the specific 856 tag. The second indicator identifies the relationship 
between the electronic resource at the location identified in field 856 and the item described in the record 
as a whole. You may choose one of the following:  
 

   0 = Resource  

   1 = Version of resource  

   2 = Related resource  

   8 = No display constant generated  

   # = No information provided.  

  

Format: Select an indicator from the list provided.  
 
8.6.4 Field 4 Universal Resource Locator:  870 characters, mandatory 
This URL field represents the occurrences of MARC Bib tag 856 subfield u, the Universal Resource 
Locator. The value is displayed in Search Catalog Details if there is no corresponding Link Text (856 $y). 
If there is a Link Text, then the Link Text representing this URL is in the Details display.  
 

The presence of this value creates an 856 $u, and the tag's first indicator is '4'. Conversely, if this value is 
nil, then there is no MARC tag 856.  
 

Format: This field is free text but should be a value that a browser can use to access a computer resource 
via http.  
 
8.6.5 Field 5 Resolve for OpenURL Access:   
This check-box is the field Resolve for OpenURL Access. If you have two online sources for the same 
work, e.g., Ovid and PubMed Central Journal list, then tagging one of the URL links with RESOLVE tells 
the CyberTools link resolver to access the work using the tagged URL. If one of the URL links is not 
tagged as RESOLVE, standard OPAC behavior is to display the record and let the user decide which 
URL link to use to access the work. Field "Resolve for OpenURL Access" uses tag 856, subfield 9, with 
the value RESOLVE. For example:  
 

  856 41 $u http://www.cnn.com $9 RESOLVE  

 

 
8.6.6 Field 6 URL Rewriter Service:   
The URL Rewriter check-box is used tell the system to work with a proxy system (for example, EZproxy, 
OpenAthens, LibLynx, etc) with the specified link(s) in order to grant off site access to online resources to 
authorized users. Checking this box will append the online resource's URL to the rewriter server?s base 
URL. The rewriter server?s base URL must previously be added to Cataloging->Defaults and the URL 
Rewriter Rule chosen should be "Only Specified URLs." If the URL Rewriter check-box is selected, then 
the MARC tag 856 has a subfield 9 assigned to REWRITE. Open access URLs (i.e., PubMed Central 
Journals) do not need to use a URL Rewriter Server.  
 
8.6.7 Field 7 Link Text:  400 characters 
Link Text is MARC bib tag 856 subfield y. These words (or other text) represent the URL on the Search 
Catalog Display rather than displaying the URL itself. This subfield is typically used when the searcher 
doesn't need to actually know the URL. For example, it is used with URLs to subscription databases or 
online text. Link Text might not be used when the URL can be freely used and accessed outside the 
realm of the library. An example of this would be a publisher's public web site.  
 
8.6.8 Field 8 Public Note:  400 characters 
Public Note is MARC bib tag 856, subfield z. This free text field is displayed in Search Catalog Details 
next to the URL or the URL's Link Text. The value often explains the purpose of the link, for example, 
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"Publisher's Web site:" or "Link to latest issue's table of contents:"  
 
8.6.9 Field 9 Restrict URLs to Catalogs:  9 characters, multiple 
This feature is only valid for catalogs in a union catalog. It forces the catalog's short name (the Catalog 
Identifier), into each bib's MARC tag 856 subfield 9, prefixed by the word ONLY. For example, the 
catalog's short name is NORTH, then the 856 $9 would be "ONLY NORTH", without the quotes. This will 
prevent patrons in the other catalogs from seeing or selecting the URL.  
 
8.6.10 Field 10 Image in Search Results:   
This Results Image check box is really the field named Image in Search Results. If the URL references a 
graphics file, and check box Results Image is selected, then that graphic is rendered on the HTML OPAC 
Search Results page. The graphic should be a "thumbnail", i.e., no greater than 80 pixels in height. If the 
graphic is taller than 80 pixels, then the accompanying two fields, Width (labeled as "W=") and Height 
(labeled as "H=") must scale to 80 pixels in height.  
 

In the MARC file, check-box Results Image is stored in MARC bib tag 856, subfield 9, with a value of 
"RESULTS", as an example:  
 

  856 42 $u http://www.nlm.nih.gov/images/meshhead.gif $9 RESULTS  

  

If the graphic is scaled, then subfield 9 also includes the scaled values, for example:  
 

  856 42 $u http://www.nlm.nih.gov/images/meshhead.gif  

         $9 RESULTS WIDTH="73" HEIGHT="80"  

  

Any HTML code that can be associated with the HTML element IMG can be added to the right of the 
CyberTools RESULTS value. For example,  
 

  856 42 $u http://www.nlm.nih.gov/images/meshhead.gif  

         $9 RESULTS WIDTH="73" HEIGHT="80" ALT="MeSH Logo"  

  

In this case, because the RESULTS value is more than just Width and Height, then the window's 
associated field Width is blank, and the value 'WIDTH="73" HEIGHT="80" ALT="MeSH Logo"' is stuffed 
into the Height field.  
 

Note that a MARC tag 856 $3 value of "book cover" (case does not matter, nor does the space), has the 
same effect as an 856 $9 value of "RESULTS".  
 
8.6.11 Field 11 Image in Search Result Width:  3 characters 
When the URL is a graphic file that is displayed in the HTML OPAC Search Results, the graphic needs to 
be a "thumbnail." The size should be no wider than 200 pixels and not taller than 80 pixels (50 x 80 is 
perfect). If the referenced graphic is big, then it can be scaled via the Width and Height fields. Field 
"Image in Search Result Width" is the scaled width value.  
 

When there is a specified Width, there needs to be a specified Height.  
 

The Width value is stored in the MARC bib tag 856 subfield 9 as part of the RESULTS value, e.g.,  
 

  856 42 $u http://www.nlm.nih.gov/images/meshhead.gif  

         $9 RESULTS WIDTH="73" HEIGHT="80"  

  

See field Image in Search Results for a thorough discussion.  
 
8.6.12 Field 12 Image in Search Result Height:  72 characters 
When the URL is a graphic file that is displayed in the HTML OPAC Search Results, the graphic needs to 
be "thumbnail." The size should be no wider than 200 pixels and not taller than 80 pixels (50 x 80 is 
perfect). If the referenced graphic is big, then it can be scaled via the Width and Height fields. Field Image 
in Search Result Height is the scaled height value.  
 

When there is a specified Height that is a number, then there needs to be a specified Width.  
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This value is stored in the MARC bib tag 856 subfield 9 as part of the RESULTS value, for example:  
 

  856 42 $u http://www.nlm.nih.gov/images/meshhead.gif  

         $9 RESULTS WIDTH="73" HEIGHT="80"  

  

See field Image in Search Results for a thorough discussion.  
 

As can be seen on the window, the field can be long. Any HTML code that can be associated with the 
HTML element IMG can be added to the right of the CyberTools RESULTS value. For example,  
 

  856 42 $u http://www.nlm.nih.gov/images/meshhead.gif  

         $9 RESULTS WIDTH="73" HEIGHT="80" ALT="MeSH Logo"  

  

In this case, because the RESULTS value is more than just Width and Height, then the window's 
associated field Width is blank, and the value 'WIDTH="73" HEIGHT="80" ALT="MeSH Logo"' is stuffed 
into the Height field.  
 
8.6.13 Field 13 Image in the Details Display:   
The Details Image check box is the field named Image in Details Display. If the URL references a 
graphics file, and check box Details Image is selected, then that graphic is rendered on the HTML OPAC 
Details Display page. The graphic should be a reasonable size, i.e., no greater than 512 pixels wide 
and/or 384 pixels tall (i.e., half the size of a standard 1024x768 display because it will be displayed with 
the bibliographic text). If the graphic is larger than the suggested dimensions, then the accompanying two 
fields, Width (labeled as "W=") and Height (labeled as "H=") are used to scale the image.  
 

In the MARC file, check-box Details Image is stored in MARC bib tag 856, subfield 9, with a value of 
"DETAILS", e.g.,  
 

 856 42 $u http://grin.hq.nasa.gov/IMAGES/LARGE/GPN-2000-000649.  

        jpg $9 DETAILS  

  

The above graphic is very large at 2,400 pixels wide and 3,000 pixels tall. If the graphic is scaled, then 
subfield 9 also includes the scale values, e.g.,  
 

 856 42 $u http://grin.hq.nasa.gov/IMAGES/LARGE/GPN-2000-000649.  

        jpg $9 DETAILS WIDTH="307" HEIGHT="384"  

  

Any HTML code that can be associated with the HTML element IMG can be added to the right of the 
CyberTools DETAILS value. For example,  
 

 856 42 $u http://grin.hq.nasa.gov/IMAGES/LARGE/GPN-2000-000649.  

         jpg $9 DETAILS WIDTH="307" HEIGHT="384" ALT="launch"  

  

In this case, because the DETAILS value is more than just Width and Height, then the window's 
associated field Width is blank, and the value 'DETAILS WIDTH="307" HEIGHT="384" ALT="launch"' is 
stuffed into the Height field.  
 
8.6.14 Field 14 Image in Details Width:  3 characters 
When the URL is a graphic file that is displayed in the HTML OPAC Details, then the graphic should be a 
reasonable size, i.e., no greater than 512 pixels wide and/or 384 pixels tall (i.e., half the size of a standard 
1024x768 display because it will be displayed with the bibliographic text). If the graphic is larger than the 
suggested dimensions, then the accompanying two fields, Width (labeled as "W=") and Height (labeled as 
"H=") are used to scale the image. This field, the Image in Details Width, is the scaled width value.  
 

When there is a specified Width, there needs to be a specified Height.  
 

This value is stored in the MARC bib tag 856 subfield 9 as part of the RESULTS value, e.g.,  
 

 856 42 $u http://grin.hq.nasa.gov/IMAGES/LARGE/GPN-2000-000649.  

        jpg $9 DETAILS WIDTH="307" HEIGHT="384"  
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8.6.15 Field 15 Image in Details Height:  72 characters 
When the URL is a graphic file that is displayed in the HTML OPAC Details, then the graphic should be a 
reasonable size, i.e., no greater than 512 pixels wide and/or 384 pixels tall (half the size of a standard 
1024x768 display because it will be displayed with the bibliographic text). If the graphic is larger than the 
suggested dimensions, then the accompanying two fields, Width (labeled as "W=") and Height (labeled as 
"H=") are used to scale the image. This field, the Image in Details Height, is the scaled value. When there 
is a specified Height that is a number, then there needs to be a specified Width.  
 

This value is stored in the MARC bib tag 856 subfield 9 as part of the RESULTS value, e.g.,  
 

 856 42 $u http://grin.hq.nasa.gov/IMAGES/LARGE/GPN-2000-000649.  

        jpg $9 DETAILS WIDTH="307" HEIGHT="384"  

  

Any HTML code that can be associated with the HTML element IMG can be added to the right of the 
CyberTools DETAILS value. For example,  
 

 856 42 $u http://grin.hq.nasa.gov/IMAGES/LARGE/GPN-2000-000649.  

         jpg $9 DETAILS WIDTH="307" HEIGHT="384" ALT="launch"  

  

In this case, because the DETAILS value is more than just Width and Height, then the window's 
associated field Width is blank, and the value 'DETAILS WIDTH="307" HEIGHT="384" ALT="launch"' is 
stuffed into the Height field.  
 
8.6.16 Field 16 First Volume:  5 characters 
Field First Year is the year where the collection starts for this link. First Year should not be used with the 
Embargo field Coverage Starting. When there is a Coverage Starting Value there should not be a First 
Volume or First Year value.  
 
8.6.17 Field 17 First Issue:  5 characters 
Field First Issue is the issue within the First Volume where the collection starts for this link.  
 
8.6.18 Field 18 First Year:  5 characters 
Field First Year is the year where the collection starts for this link. First Year should not be used with the 
Embargo field Coverage Starting.  
 
8.6.19 Field 19 First Month:  2 characters 
Field First Month is the month within the First Year where the collection starts for this link.  
 
8.6.20 Field 20 First Day:  2 characters 
Field First Day is the day within the First Month where the collection starts for this link.  
 
8.6.21 Field 21 Last Volume:  5 characters 
Field Last Volume is the volume where the collection ends for this link. Last Volume should not be used 
with the Embargo field Coverage Ending. When there is a Coverage Ending Value there should not be a 
Last Volume or Last Year. Last Volume should be nil for ongoing subscriptions (including subscriptions 
with embargo blackouts).  
 
8.6.22 Field 22 Last Issue:  5 characters 
Field Last Issue is the issue within the Last Volume where the collection ends for this link.  
 
8.6.23 Field 23 Last Year:  4 characters 
Field Last Year is the year where the collection ends for this link. Last Year should not be used with the 
Embargo field Coverage Ending. When there is a Coverage Ending Value there should not be a Last 
Volume or Last Year. Last Year should be nil for ongoing subscriptions (including subscriptions with 
embargo blackouts).  
 
8.6.24 Field 24 Last Month:  2 characters 
Field Last Month is the month within the Last Year where the collection ends for this link.  
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8.6.25 Field 25 Last Day:  2 characters 
Field Last Day is the day within the Last Month where the collection ends for this link.  
 
8.6.26 Field 26 Coverage Depth:  17 characters 
Coverage Depth is a KBART field. Three values are allowed: abstracts, fulltext, or selected articles.  
 
8.6.27 Field 27 Embargo: Coverage Starting Value:  3 characters 
Field Coverage Starting Value is a component to the KBART Embargo encoding. This value is used when 
the starting volume of the collection is a "moving wall", e.g., the resource starts at 10 years ago. The 
value is the numeric portion of the encoding, e.g., in the case of 10 years ago, the Coverage Starting 
Value is 10.   
 

When there is a Coverage Starting Value there should not be a First Volume or First Year value.  
 
8.6.28 Field 28 Embargo: Coverage Starting Unit:  6 characters 
Field Coverage Starting Unit is either DAYS, MONTHS, or YEARS. It is paired with Coverage Starting 
Value.  
 
8.6.29 Field 29 Embargo: Coverage Ending Value:  3 characters 
Field Coverage Ending Value is a component to the KBART Embargo encoding. This value is used when 
the ending volume of the collection is a "moving wall", e.g., the resource is not available for the most 
recent 30 days, i.e., a blackout of 30 days. The value is the numeric portion of the encoding, e.g., in the 
case of 30 days blackout, the Coverage Ending Value is 30.  
 

When there is a Coverage Ending Value there should not be a Last Volume or Last Year.  
 
8.6.30 Field 30 Embargo: Coverage Ending Unit:  6 characters 
Field Coverage Ending Unit is either DAYS, MONTHS, or YEARS. It is paired with Coverage Ending 
Value.  
 
8.6.31 Field 31 Coverage Notes:  400 characters 
Coverage Notes is a KBART field. Per http://uksg.org/kbart/s5/guidelines/data_fields#coverage_notes : 
"This is an optional free-text field that may be supplied if the coverage depth used requires further 
explanation. This field is used to describe the specifics of the coverage policy, for example, 'Excludes 
letters and book reviews'."  
 
8.6.32 Field 32 Make Materials, MARC tag 856 subfield 3:   
Function [Make Materials] creates a consistent holdings statement from these KBART fields:  
 

     First Volume  

     First Issue  

     First Year  

     First Month  

     First Day  

     Last Volume  

     Last Issue  

     Last Year  

     Last Month  

     Last Day  

     Coverage Depth  

     Coverage Notes  

     Embargo: Coverage Starting Value  

     Embargo: Coverage Starting Unit  

     Embargo: Coverage Ending Value  

     Embargo: Coverage Ending Unit  

  

The generated value is placed in MARC tag 856 subfield 3, Materials, in the same occurrence as the URL 
in 856 $u.  
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For example,  
 

     First volume = 6  

     First Year = 2004  

     Last Volume = 18  

     Last Issue = 3  

     Last Year = 2016  

     Last Month = 5  

     Coverage Depth = fulltext.  

     Coverage Notes = No new content.  

  

then Materials would become:  
 

     Full text. No new content. v.6-18:no.3 (2004-2016:May).  

  

Full text. v.6- (2016- ); Content available prior to the last 12 months.  
 

     First = 6  

     First Year = 2016  

     Coverage Depth = full text.  

     Coverage Ending = 12  

     Embargo: Coverage Ending Unit = Months  

  

then Materials would become:  
 

   Full text. v.6- (2016- ); Content available prior to the  last 12  

   months.  

 

 
8.6.33 Field 33 Materials specified:  350 characters 
Materials specified is MARC bib tag 856 subfield 3. MARC bibs from loc.gov often use this subfield to 
annotate the nature of the data, e.g., "Table of contents" when the URL is to the loc.gov hosted table of 
contents. Online aggregators sometimes use it to annotate a graphic, e.g., "Book Cover". CyberTools 
uses it for the presentable extent display, e.g., "v.7-14 (2010-2017)". CyberTools displays this subfield's 
value in the Search Display View Search Results and View Picks (a.k.a. Details) unless it contains the 
words cover, image, or thumbnail, in which case those words are used as instruction to display the 
graphic at the URL.  
 
8.6.34 Field 34 Group Insert/Remove Controls:   
The Group Insert/Remove Occurrence are two push buttons that are equivalent to the function keys Insert 
(Group) Occurrence and Remove (Group) Occurrence.  
 

The push button with the + (plus) sign will insert a blank group occurrence at the location of the current 
occurrence. The current occurrence and all occurrences which follow are shifted to their current position 
plus one. In other words, the current occurrence repeating fields, and all subsequent occurrences, are 
shifted down so that a blank occurrence is seen in the current position. For example, given the group:  
 

  Color: red    Shape: line      [+][-]  

  Color: blue   Shape: dot       [+][-]  

  Color: green  Shape: circle    [+][-]  

  Color: yellow Shape: square    [+][-]  

  

If blue's [+] is selected, then a blank record is inserted where blue was, and blue through yellow shift 
down:  
 

  Color: red    Shape: line      [+][-]  

  Color: _____  Shape: ________  [+][-]  

  Color: blue   Shape: dot       [+][-]  

  Color: green  Shape: circle    [+][-]  

  Color: yellow Shape: square    [+][-]  

  

The push button with the - (minus) sign removes the current occurrence. All occurrences beyond the 
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current occurrence are shifted to be at their occurrence position minus one. For example, given the 
group:  
 

  Color: red    Shape: line      [+][-]  

  Color: blue   Shape: dot       [+][-]  

  Color: green  Shape: circle    [+][-]  

  Color: yellow Shape: square    [+][-]  

  

If blue's [-] is selected, then record blue is destroyed. Green and yellow shift up. The last record is blank:  
 

  Color: red    Shape: line      [+][-]  

  Color: green  Shape: circle    [+][-]  

  Color: yellow Shape: square    [+][-]  

  Color: _____  Shape: ________  [+][-]  

 

 
8.6.35 Field 35 Controls Ok, Help, Add, & Test:   
Specifies an action that controls the window's flow. [Ok] will save and apply the displayed values, while 
[Cancel] will reject the changes. [Help] will display all of the documentation for the window. Press the Help 
key for context-sensitive help for each field.  
 

Format: It is an action that toggles the push button.  
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
Menu Values: 
Ok 
Help 
Add Link 
Test Links 
 
Function [Add Link] brings focus to the next available blank Link record so that the record can be 
completed.  
 

Function [Test Links] will test all of the links.  
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